
Microwaves 
Commercial Range Brochure

Sharp have been improving microwave cooking since 1961 
/This is Why we have sold more than 100 million microwaves.

POWERFUL. VERSATILE.
RELIABLE. WHATEVER 
YOUR CATERING NEEDS 
SHARP HAS THE PERFECT 
MICROWAVE SOLUTION.
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Sharp is renowned for its heritage in microwave ovens 
and has been improving this technology for over 50 years 
/This is Why our professional range continues to set the 
standard in the catering industry.

Introduction

From coffee shop or pub, to fine dining or event 
catering, quality, consistency and flexibility are  
vital. Sharp’s extensive history in the manufacture 
of world class ovens has resulted in a comprehensive 
range of professional microwaves that cater for all 
these requirements and more.

As a market leader Sharp utilise innovative Japanese 
technology and build to ensure that whether for light 
or heavy duty our products are robust, reliable and 
easy to use.

Packed with convenient functions
Built to conform to the highest quality assurance 
standards, our heavy-duty ovens are equipped with 
twin stirrer fans to ensure even heating and perfect, 
consistent results every time. Variable controls give 
maximum cooking flexibility while our touch control 
models are equipped with a handy counter check 
feature – so that at the end of the working day it is 
easy to identify the most popular dishes. 

With up to 11 power levels the Sharp commercial 
range offers essential cooking control. Expect 
consistent, quality results every time.

Memory Programming & Express Defrost
On all Sharp touch control models, simply pre 
programme the most popular menus to be ready at 
the touch of a button. The new Sharp R1900M dual 
control model is designed with incredible flexibility 
in mind. Capable of programming up to 100 menus 
it will manage as many or as few menu options as 
required.

REGARDLESS OF SIZE OR COST, SHARP  
MICROWAVES ARE BUILT TO SURVIVE THE  
RIGOURS OF A COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT.

These models also incorporate Express Defrost 
technology, which automatically speeds up the 
defrosting process. This time and energy saving 
feature is perfect for a busy kitchen, working to 
ensure a fast and efficient service which removes the 
pressure from a busy kitchen team.

Durability and convenience
Stylishly designed and built to last all our models 
are manufactured with high grade, rust resistant 
stainless steel, critical for surviving the wear and tear 
of everyday use, but still so simple to clean. All models 
can also be conveniently stacked two high, leaving 
crucial space for other food preparation applications.
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Sharp is constantly striving to develop user-friendly  
product features that will help your business /This is Why 
our R21ATP microwave oven offers up to 20 programmable 
cooking settings and 11 different power levels.

Commercial Microwaves: R21ATP Medium Duty Oven 1000W

R21ATP Medium Duty Oven 
The 28 litre capacity R21ATP is suitable for many 
applications. Durable and easy to clean, the R21ATP 
is understated yet stylish. The easy to operate touch 
control panel is perfect for environments such as 
cafes, coffee shops, sandwich bars, convenience stores 
and petrol forecourts. 

Take full advantage of the impressive programmable 
memory settings – perfect for heating pies, hot 
desserts, sauces, jacket potatoes or even just reheating 
plated meals. With 11 power levels, express defrosting 
technology and 3-stage cooking the R21ATP is ideal 
for any situation.  

STAINLESS STEEL BUILD.  
20 PROGRAMMABLE SETTINGS. 
28 LITRE CAPACITY.

THE R21ATP 
IS IDEAL 

FOR SMALLER 
BUSINESSES 

SUCH AS 
SANDWICH 
BARS AND 

CONVENIENCE 
STORES

R21ATP   MEDIUM DUTY 1000W 28L COMMERCIAL OVEN

•  28 litre / 1.0 cubic foot capacity
• 11 power levels
• 20 programmable memory settings
•  Extra menu feature

• Double quantity facility
• Express defrost technology
• Counter-check option
• 3 stage cooking

• Durable stainless steel build

Top View Front View Side View
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Sharp understands the benefits of a microwave oven which 
combines speedy cooking with perfect results /This is Why 
our R22AT makes the perfect candidate for the smaller pub, 
hotel and restaurant.

Commercial Microwaves: R22AT Heavy Duty Oven 1500W

R22AT Heavy Duty Oven 
The 20 litre capacity R22AT is ideally suited to the 
smaller restaurant, pubs, hotels which offer room 
service or wherever high output is required. This 
model is the perfect solution for quickly and efficiently 
reheating frozen prepared meals or steaming 
vegetables and fish. 

Manufactured in durable stainless steel, the touch 
control panel is easy to operate and with the 20 
programmable memory settings is the perfect 
addition to any commercial kitchen environment. 
The R22AT can also be safely stacked two high to 
accommodate even the tightest of spaces. 

R22AT   HEAVY DUTY 1500W 20L COMMERCIAL OVEN

Top View Front View Side View Stack x 2

• 20 litre / 0.7 cubic foot capacity
• 11 power levels
• 20 programmable memory settings
•  Extra menu feature
• Double quantity facility

• Express defrost technology
•  Twin stirrer fans
• Counter-check option
• 3 stage cooking
• Durable stainless steel build

• Stackable
•  Unique cavity protection system* 

(optional)

EXPRESS DEFROST TECHNOLOGY.  
20 LITRE CAPACITY.
TWIN STIRRER FANS.

THE R22AT 
WILL HELP 
SPEED-UP 

YOUR KITCHEN 
THROUGH 

QUICK AND 
EFFICIENT  
COOKING
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A truly versatile microwave oven should not only be reliable, 
efficient and robust, but also easy to operate /This is Why 
Sharp designed the R23AM, with a simple electronic dial 
control operation to ensure consistent cooking every time. 

Commercial Microwaves: R23AM Extra Heavy Duty Oven 1900W

R23AM Extra Heavy Duty Oven 
Built to last, easy to clean and equipped with a large 
20 litre cavity, this professional microwave oven is a 
popular choice for a variety of businesses, including 
event caterers, takeaways, bakeries and coffee shops. 

The powerful R23AM offers a simplistic electronic dial 
control operation, perfect for cooking diverse menus, 
and with its unique defrost facility and twin stirrers 
it is ideal for reheating curries, chillies and cooking 
pre-prepared meals to perfection. Additionally, the 
R23AM allows two units to be stacked one on top of 
the other, offering increased flexibility when output 
increases.

R23AM   EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 1900W 20L COMMERCIAL OVEN

• 20 litre / 0.7 cubic foot capacity
• Electronic dial control
• 4 power levels
• Express defrost technology

•  Twin stirrer fans
• Durable stainless steel build
• Stackable
•  Unique cavity protection system* 

(optional)

Top View Front View Side View Stack x 2

2-TIER STACKABLE DESIGN.  
DURABLE STAINLESS STEEL 
CONSTRUCTION.

ELECTRONIC 
DIAL CONTROL 

OPERATION 
ALLOWS 
PERFECT 

COOKING FOR 
EVEN DIVERSE 

MENUS
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Sharp understands that some larger environments require a 
microwave with a bigger than normal punch /This is Why the 
powerful R24AT oven is one of our most popular machines 
for heavy usage establishments.

Commercial Microwaves: R24AT Extra Heavy Duty Oven 1900W

R24AT Extra Heavy Duty Oven 
Robustly engineered and designed to cope with 
the everyday rigours of heavy commercial use, the 
attractive and compact 20 litre cavity R24AT is our 
most popular model. 

The R24AT makes the perfect partner for busy pubs, 
restaurants, schools, universities, hospitals and other 
large establishments which require a tough, reliable 
and powerful microwave oven. 

With an easy-to-use touch control panel, 20 pre-
programmable menus and stackable design, this oven 
is the ultimate choice for high usage environments. 

R24AT   EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 1900W 20L COMMERCIAL OVEN

• 20 litre / 0.7 cubic foot capacity
• 11 power levels
• 20 programmable memory settings
•  Extra menu feature

• Double quantity facility
• Express defrost technology
• Counter-check option
• 3 stage cooking

•  Twin stirrer fans
• Durable stainless steel build
• Stackable
•  Unique cavity protection system* 

(optional)

Top View Front View Side View Stack x 2

3 STAGE COOKING.
20 PROGRAMMABLE SETTINGS. 
20 LITRE CAPACITY.

THE R24AT  
IS POWERFUL 
ENOUGH TO 
DEAL WITH 
HEAVY DUTY 
USAGE AND 

ROBUST 
ENOUGH TO 
SURVIVE 
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With its large 21 litre capacity, solid engineering and 
impressive 100 pre-programmable memory, the R1900M can 
easily handle any job /This is Why it is the obvious choice for 
pub chains, larger restaurants and contract caterers.

Commercial Microwaves: R1900M Extra Heavy Duty Compact Oven 1900W

R1900M Extra Heavy Duty Compact Oven 
The R1900M is the perfect choice for contract caterers, 
pub chains and large restaurants, ideal where high 
output and extra capacity is required. This stylish 
stainless steel, touch control, 21 litre machine has 
been solidly engineered to withstand the heaviest of 
uses. 

The dual control feature for multi-sited operators 
offers the ideal solution for those requiring full 
menu consistency, whilst the impressive 100 pre-
programmable memory settings ensures ease of use. 
The R1900M can also be safely stacked which offers 
greater flexibility in a busy commercial kitchen. 

R1900M   EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 1900W 21L COMPACT COMMERCIAL OVEN

• 21 litre / 0.75 cubic foot capacity
•  Specially engineered to hold  

2 x 1/3 gastro dishes side-by-side
• 11 power levels
• 100 programmable memory settings

• Triple and double quantity facility
•  Dual control
• Express defrost technology
• Counter-check & Customise facility
• 3 stage cooking

• Durable stainless steel build
• Stackable
•  Unique cavity protection system* 

(optional)

Top View Front View Side View Stack x 2

100 PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY.  
11 POWER LEVELS. 
21 LITRE CAPACITY.

LARGE 
CAPACITY 
AND HIGH 

OUTPUT MAKE 
THE R1900M 
THE IDEAL 

PARTNER FOR 
THE LARGER 
BUSINESS



*For further information on the Unique cavity protection system please visit: www.rhhall.com 

Specifications

Model R21ATP R22AT R23AM R24AT R1900M

Microwave output (w) 1000 1500 1900 1900 1900

Power levels 11 11 4 11 11

Cooking sequence 3 stage 3 stage – 3 stage 3 stage

Capacity (ltr / cu.ft) 28 / 1.0 20 / 0.7 20 / 0.7 20 / 0.7 21 / 0.75

Twin stirrer fan – Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rotary timer control – – Yes – –

Stainless steel exterior/interior Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Memory settings 20 20 – 20 100

Check mode indicator Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Programme lock Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Memory check Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Pre-programmed memory settings 10 10 – 10 10

Double quantity Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Triple quantity – – – – Yes

Express defrost Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rating (kw) 1.55 2.4 2.9 2.9 2.8

Repeat cook option Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Manual repeat pad – – Yes – –

Counter-check Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Stackable – Yes Yes Yes Yes

Signal set option Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Filter indicator light – Yes – Yes Yes

Self diagnostic Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Demonstration mode Yes – – – Yes

* Unique cavity protection 
system compatible – Yes Yes Yes Yes

External dimensions (w x h x d mm) 520 x 309 x 406 510 x 335 x 470 510 x 335 x 470 510 x 335 x 470 445 x 346 x 520

Internal dimensions  (w x h x d mm) 351 x 211 x 372 330 x 180 x 330 330 x 180 x 330 330 x 180 x 330 356 x 177 x 326

Product weight approx. (kg) 18 33 33 33 33.5

SHARP ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD
4 FURZEGROUND WAY 
STOCKLEY PARK
UXBRIDGE
MIDDLESEX UB11 1EZ
TEL: 0800 138 5051

www.sharp.co.uk

SOLE UK & EIRE DISTRIBUTOR: 
RH HALL (MICROWAVE) LIMITED 
HALLCO HOUSE, BEACON COURT  
PITSTONE GREEN BUSINESS PARK 
PITSTONE, BEDFORDSHIRE LU7 9GY
TEL: 01296 663 400    
EMAIL: SHARP@RHHALL.COM   
WWW.RHHALL.COM


